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INTRODUCTION

Preliminary remarks on the objectives, starting assumptions and methodology

The aim of this brief review has been to gauge the current attitude of large companies to continuing training and the action they are taking.

This survey is an attempt to find out the "real" status of training in the life of a company since - despite the many reports that have been produced - the answer to this question is still vague. The same difficulties may well arise again when investigating the status and role of continuing training in the life of each individual, but this should be the subject of a further survey.
The term "training" is encountered throughout an employee's working life, from the time of recruitment virtually until the time of leaving his employer. To be more precise, a further distinction should be made between training that is "formalised" through an organised training programme and the kind of "non-formalised" or inherent training that arises out of the experience the worker acquires throughout his working life. Such experience may be gained when work is organised along Tayloristic lines, but it is undoubtedly also more important when work is so organised as to give individuals greater responsibility for the tasks they do and integrate those tasks more closely into the overall production of goods or services, as the latest developments in workplace organisation would seem to show.

The starting assumptions are the following: over the past few years we have witnessed a change in employers' attitude and behaviour towards training. As a result, training has gained in strategic importance, very probably in connection with manpower management policies (mobilisation, anticipation of trends in work) and human resources management (recruitment, career development). The growing strategic importance of training has led to major changes in the way it is organised (content, methods and means) and in the way people are trained. New relationships have been generated between training, production and employment and, in turn, training may influence the way that work is structured in the firm. Lastly, the relationships between initial and continuing training are changing, and there is a redistribution in the sharing of responsibilities among training providers (State and employers), as regards both the content and funding of training.
We have thus attempted to identify the inter-relationships among the replies to the following three questions:

1. Does the policy of the financial group or firm include the management of human resources as a component of its short-, medium- and long-term strategy? What are the repercussions on training and recruitment policies?

2. When these short-, medium- and long-term strategic decisions on training are taken, what methods, structures and procedures are used to put them into practice?

3. Who receives training in the workplace, and in what way?

The survey is on five countries (Belgium, Spain, France, Netherlands and the United Kingdom) and covers four or five large companies or financial groups per country. As far as possible we have drawn on earlier studies, for example the "Funding Study" in the United Kingdom and the PIRRTEM studies in France. In this five-country sample, we have deliberately omitted the Federal Republic of Germany because of the difficulty of separating the "DUAL SYSTEM" from "WEITERBILDUNG" (further training) activities. At a later stage, we hope to remedy this deficiency and to extend the survey to other countries not yet investigated.
We asked five experts (one per country) to form a small group of high-level researchers with access to information in large undertakings and financial groups, so as to gather data quickly by conducting interviews based on an interviewer's guide drawn up by the Centre (Annex 1).

We would point out that we regard this phase as a feasibility study rather than a series of in-depth case studies. The report we are presenting is based on:

- approximately 30 case studies (see Annexes 2 and 3)
- the CEDEFOP "Focus II" studies
- a series of national studies with different aims from ours but providing answers to certain parts of our questionnaires
- working group meetings attended by those responsible for the studies and participants from Portugal and Germany.

When the conclusions of the case studies are interpreted, they should be viewed in their national context with due allowance for economic, employment and population trends and regulations on continuing training (for example, the 1971 outline law in France, the lack of any clearly defined laws as such in Belgium and, in the Netherlands, a very flexible education and training structure).
It should be emphasised that the findings of these case studies are rarely transferable and that the conclusions of the survey should be interpreted with caution, given that

- the sample is probably unrepresentative and in any case covers only five countries - even though the "macro-level" studies under "Focus II" covering all the Community countries to a great extent bear out the findings.

- the report addresses only part of the problem of continuing training, without analysing measures for the integration of young people, the relationship between continuing training and education/training and other aspects extraneous to training such as population trends.

In compiling this report, we have based our work mainly on the replies and analyses ensuing from the questionnaire used in the survey. We have nevertheless made preliminary references to current trends, since we feel that they may underlie many of the factors observed either in the studies or during the interviews.
II  PRELIMINARY REMARKS

It is fair to say that the study was carried out at a time of economic revival, but this was not accompanied by the substantial reduction in unemployment that might have been expected. And, paradoxically, employers complained of a shortage of skilled manpower on the labour market.

Furthermore, during the years of recession employers cut back sharply on recruitment, the reason why their workforce today is older. Those employers are now expected to renew their human resources at the very time when the effects of demographic trends are beginning to be felt in the age group about to enter the labour market.

This fluctuating economic situation poses major problems for employers needing to invest in human capital, although it should be borne in mind that the driving force for change in the workplace is "competitiveness" at national and European levels (especially by 1993) and also at international level (Japan, USA).

On the one hand, there are doubts about whether it will be possible to continue on the basis of the "replacement logic" as in the past, when an abundance of skilled, publicly-trained manpower was available on the labour market.
On the other, the search for skilled manpower raises questions about what strategies to pursue: to relocate certain production units, resort to foreign labour, provide skill training for an unskilled residual workforce, etc.

One thing is clear: major changes are now taking place in relationships among undertakings, particularly in new types of sub-contracting, with all the inevitable implications for the management and skill training of the human capital. All these must be borne in mind when analysing employers' attitudes to training policy.
III SURVEY REPORT

I - The first observation is on the status of training in the management of a company

A significant number of employers report that growing importance is being attached to training policies (far more than in the past) when drawing up business strategies. Various types of training policy are being introduced, and they appear to be more closely linked to the technical and economic challenges facing the employer. Training is accompanied not only by investment in research and development but also by changes in technology, products and work organisation. Training is gradually coming to be regarded as a key factor in raising productivity and in the quest for innovation. It also seems to be playing a more important role in the management of the internal labour market.

These developments are accompanied by a growing concern about investment in human capital.

The most constant indicators of this strategic dimension of training were found to be:

- centralisation of decisions on training at the highest management level.

In every case analysed, training policies - an integral part of general strategy - were determined at the company's or group's head office.
In the multinationals investigated, training policy was always decided by head office, even for those subsidiaries located abroad (and even when the parent company was in the United States or Japan).

The greater strategic role of training, however, raises the question of the part played by other parties within the company (unions, individuals, works councils, etc). At the same time it has a domino effect on the internal and external bodies responsible for developing and carrying out training programmes, modifying the conditions for negotiations between the employer and outside training providers.

- The planning period for training
  In most of the cases analysed, medium-term training plans existed (about three years) and frequent mention was made of the simultaneous existence of long-, medium- and short-term plans. This might suggest a gradual shift from the traditionally reactive pattern of training, i.e. as a means of adjustment to events, and towards a more pro-active approach, i.e. as an active variable in the process of innovation and anticipation of change. In any event, at this stage it is impossible to say whether the trend is short-term and reversible or whether it is irreversible. It should be borne in mind that a number of mergers and restructuring operations were taking place in the companies analysed, and that this survey took place at a time of economic growth.
Furthermore, an examination of the plans reveals that they had reached very different stages of formulation, and that actual achievement might fall short of what was mapped out. This prompts us to question the true aim in drawing up long-term plans, particularly when the planning is influenced by the question of negotiations with the social partners.

- **Distribution of training.** In the majority of cases analysed, it was generally still the case that those benefiting most from training were the managerial staff and a "hard core of the workforce".

In some cases, however, there was evidence that special attention was now being paid to the lowest grades: examples were found of general basic training programmes leading to an initial vocational qualification (as in France and Belgium), often with the participation of the authorities. This tendency should be viewed in the context of changes on the labour market arising from demographic trends.

In France and the Netherlands, for example, employers faced with a shortage of qualified engineers had to make a special effort to develop training strategies for intermediate categories of staff.
Furthermore, the difficulties in recruiting skilled labour at blue-collar level were beginning to force employers to pay closer attention to recruitment and offer unskilled staff jobskill training to avoid undue turnover in a more stringent labour market. Today, however, employers are considering what their actual responsibility should be for financing such training, given that they traditionally view the task as an obligation on the part of the authorities. This questioning seems to underlie their efforts to pass on the cost: not just to public funding (including the Community) but also to the individual, usually through the use of his/her free time - especially as employers believe that such training may promote external job mobility.

The question of the status of training in the management of a company also prompts a number of questions which would benefit from more detailed examination in later studies. They include:

- the role of work organisation in the "life" of a skill and in the development of skills, and its links with career and pay policies;
- the relationship between recruitment and basic training;
• partnership in setting training objectives and its repercussions on the funding of training;
• the distribution of continuing training.
II - A second observation is on the role of the parties involved

Since training is now becoming an integral part of the employer's strategy, any debate on training naturally becomes a debate on business strategy.

Given the present negotiation forms and structures and the relative strengths of the two sides of industry, there is neither a forum nor a spokesman to engage in this type of debate on the link between training and business strategy.

Since the strategic design of training is part of an employer's strategy, calling for decisions at the highest management level, the employer becomes a key player on whom, it has been noted, workers' representatives have only limited influence. They were consulted only when this is required by law or where direct funding by the authorities was involved - something that was extremely rare in all the cases analysed. On the other hand, there was evidence of direct negotiation with the workers themselves (to some extent circumventing the representative union bodies), especially on the formulation of individual training plans, often linked to career development.

The personal management of training plans, in a way creating a new kind of relationship between "training and work" and "training and employment", often results in the worker agreeing to attend training
outside working hours. It is not unusual for conflicting decisions to be taken by the workers and their representatives at central and at workplace level.

Before making any generalisations, however, these phenomena should be analysed in the historical, cultural, social and economic context of each country.

In Belgium, the involvement of the social partners - acting through works councils - in continuing training is required by law. This means that workers' representatives are consulted only to the extent prescribed by law, and no evidence was found of any involvement beyond this statutory obligation. In France, the situation is the same.

In the United Kingdom, the involvement of workers' representatives is generally fairly modest.

In Spain, on the other hand, we discovered a wide variety of situations: in company A, there was no mention of social dialogue, whereas in case B there was a clear, decisive involvement of workers' representatives. It should be borne in mind that the union movement in Spain is fairly new, and the unions are jockeying for position within a framework in which relative strengths have yet to be established.
Judging from the comments made by the German participants at the meeting held to discuss the report, the question of negotiation must be analysed on two levels: internally within the workplace, and externally.

Within the company, the works council places the emphasis on the quantitative aspect but does not seem particularly willing to use the instruments at its disposal.Externally, however, unions stress the qualitative aspects (training content), given their responsibility for the shaping of general policy. Despite the growth in collective agreements which reflect the concern for skills and continuing training, members of works council would have to be given new powers if they were to be effective.

It would seem that far closer attention should be paid to the dialogue within the workplace and, in particular, to the various aims of this dialogue. It would also seem that, if the effects of the social dialogue are to be properly analysed, it should be seen in terms of an interaction between external and internal dialogue.

Lastly, the social dialogue must go much further than mere negotiation as to quantity and quality: it should also address the problems of cost-sharing, depending on the type of training (whether or not the skills acquired are transferable) and developments on the labour market (e.g. retraining).
III - A third observation is on the roles of continuing training.

If investment in human capital in fact becomes a key issue, as we have suggested in the first section, and if indeed growing strategic importance is being attached to training, then the training must properly be linked with the various aspects of change and must foster more complex relationships with the company's labour market.

Continuing training usually impinges upon various aspects of the vital changes which create the demand for the challenge of flexibility, innovation and productivity in the company. Let us consider three of those aspects:

- Work organisation and content. Here, different situations still seem to co-exist, ranging from narrow specialisation to clear despecialisation ("detaylorisation"). If we are to believe what we were told, in several cases there was a desire for flexibility and multiskilling arising from the changes in the organisation of work. In this connection, evidence was found of new quantitative and qualitative requirements for technical and "relational" skills. This has led to technical training programmes, some of which may be of a "lateral" nature, and to "human resource" training aimed at improving the ability to communicate and cooperate, given that the dividing lines between "technical training" and "human resource" training are sometimes blurred and hard to define.
These different situations and options may explain why we found such a wide range of training in the cases we analysed: from ad hoc measures (short courses, adapting to the workplace) to very long-term programmes, such as the establishment in France of a DESS (Diploma in Advanced Specialised Studies) jointly with a university. A similar arrangement exists in the Netherlands, where the provision of training by Foundations means that close links can be established between training in technical schools and the employer (see PTH, Eindhoven).

Moreover, there is more than one instance of a company setting itself up as a provider of training as an external service: in Belgium, we came across a company that contracted out its training department, which then acted not only for its parent company but for others as well, operating on the training market on its own account and generating its own profit.

Given the changing nature of work organisation, attention should be paid not only to the role that training can perform in relation to the various options (polarisation or non-polarisation of skills) but also to the role that work organisation can play in skill acquisition (whether or not the way that work is organised leads to qualifications, facilitates on-the-job apprenticeship, enables skills to be kept up or makes self-teaching possible, etc.).
Further research and reflection are needed about the impact of work organisation on individuals, since the way work is structured can help the worker to upgrade his skills (using the word "skills" in the broad sense) or it may, on the contrary, condemn him to a dead-end job that after a few years denies him any chance of mobility.

- **Mobility.** The second aspect around which training can also be organised raises the problem of how internal mobility within the workplace is defined (sometimes external mobility as well).

Employers' recruitment strategies take various forms, ranging from "higher-level" recruitment (taking on people whose skills are at a higher level than before) to vertical promotion, a strategy that normally entails substantial retraining. They may also include the "replacement concept" under which some groups may be made redundant and then others with different skill levels taken on (but, as we have said, such a strategy may be determined by circumstances and the rules of the labour market). The various recruitment strategies have different effects; for example, "top-level" recruiting may lead to problems of blocked career prospects associated with horizontal access, whereas "low-level" recruitment may entail major retraining where access is vertical (see CEDEFOP reports on the problems of intermediate skills).
The introduction of a policy on mobility is usually associated with a fairly major change in the sectors within the company (usually as a result of expansion or even reconversion in the product range and services) which may involve mobilising the groups concerned in and by a process of reorganisation.

In managing internal mobility, a company has to take account of several factors: the first is the demarcation between trades as codified in the union structure (for example, in the UK). The second is related to the importance attached to age and seniority (in France, for example, the weight attached to them is lessening). The third factor concerns the development of the new skills demanded by the new jobs. It is here that training plays a key role: generating mobility-mindedness in individuals, providing the support for new vocational strands and for the recomposition of the bodies concerned, and providing the support for promotion. Furthermore, it is not uncommon for training also to be seen as a means of selection (or even negative mobility).

The characteristics of the training (whether or not it is transferable or certified) are important in determining the type of mobility desired by the company (internal/external mobility). From a political point of view, special attention should be paid to how each company and each country defines the transferability of skills, and to the advantages and
disadvantages derived by employers and individuals in terms of labour market fluidity and "employability". It is still difficult to estimate and measure what the actual added value of each type of training is for the employer and the individual, which in turn prompts the question of who in fact is the main beneficiary and to what extent.

The trend towards a convergence of training profiles, i.e. a common core spanning several trades and several branches does in fact create a new problem for training, and especially for continuing training. Any investment in training of course benefits the employer, but at the same time this investment makes the individual more mobile by giving him greater opportunities to capitalise on his skills on the labour market. This means that there is a potential risk to the employer: in training its workforce, it may forfeit the return on its investment. This question deserves more detailed study and reflection at an early opportunity, since it is the fundamental element in the growing trend towards continuing training.

- Pay. Even though no evidence was found in the case studies analysed of training measures organised solely with this in mind, training may also be a factor. When pay negotiations are based on the criterion for assessing individuals and when pay is determined not so much by the performance of a given task as by the targets set for the individual and the group, evaluating an individual's capability to attain these objectives becomes a highly complex matter. In such circumstances, assessment during training may provide a good indicator.
Some important questions are nevertheless linked to this aspect. For example, what role does the trend towards the individualisation of training play in a policy of individualising earnings? Another question is on the link between "transversality" and making pay and careers more flexible - a link that is not necessarily apparent.

The changes taking place in these three aspects, and in particular the extent to which these changes overlap, determine the degree of flexibility, productivity and innovation within the company. The relative importance attached by the employer to each aspect will substantially influence the nature, status and duration of training programmes within the company as well as the people involved. It also determines the role of training in the company and how it interacts with the various components of personnel policy such as recruitment, career development and pay.

It clearly follows from the above that:

· training is not only a means of improving the level of skills but it also plays an important part in structuring the labour market, which perhaps suggests that closer attention should be paid to the differences which exist in this respect between the various countries (the value attached to certificates and diplomas by the labour market differs from one country to another);
• The problems of continuing training go way beyond mere adaptation to new technology, and thus run counter to some deterministic theories on the subject. In several of the cases analysed, training was linked primarily to the change in the company's policy (in the run-up to 1993) and to new products and markets, rather than to the introduction of new equipment.

IV - A fourth consideration is on the characteristics of training

In analysing the characteristics of training, several dimensions have to be taken into account:

• the nature of the expertise being imparted (knowledge, practical skills, social skills)
• the way in which the expertise is imparted
• the recognition that the expertise earns on the labour market.

With the first dimension (nature of the expertise), three broad types of training were identified:

• technical training
• general training
• social skills training
This dichotomy first prompts a question about the cultural framework of reference: does general training have the same meaning in the United Kingdom, France and Germany? Does technical training have the same scope as regards specific trades in the various countries - for example, a shop assistant? The dichotomy is also in the specific requirements of the various trades: for example, is the social skills component needed by a nurse the same - and does it carry the same weight - as in other jobs?

With reference to this dichotomy, it was found that technical training programmes may be extremely specific and targeted towards the subject to which they apply. In the majority of cases, such training takes place either at the time of recruitment or on the introduction of new equipment. It is normally carried out "in-house" and given by internal staff or by the equipment vendor when new machines are being purchased.

But technical training may also be much broader in nature, in which case it may be carried out by the employer itself or sub-contracted (usually the two situations co-exist, but sub-contracting would seem to be on the increase). This type of training is apparently growing in scale by comparison with the other two types.

General training normally occurs when there is a strategic perspective involving persons with little or no skills and is normally linked to an initial qualification. In some cases and in some countries the situation has changed: employers do not rule out the idea of disseminating this type of training, although they are increasingly concerned about the question of cost-sharing.
Those training programmes predominantly concerned with relationships cover a range of topics such as group dynamics, communication techniques and quality circles, as well as company management. This type of training is tending to expand in both absolute and relative terms.

Lastly, the traditional distinction between "human resource" training for managers and technical training for workers is tending to disappear, although no precise correlation can be established.

With the second dimension (the way in which expertise is transmitted), various methods of imparting skills are used, ranging from the "traditional" formal methods (classroom courses), "formal" methods using "innovatory" teaching techniques, methods geared to the workplace and informal methods closer to the traditional model of on-the-job training. The three types of training identified in the case studies come under the formal training category. The informal methods were not systematically investigated and little is known about who receives such training, who provides it, how it is developing or how it fits in with the formal types of training.

In any event, the point to be stressed is that the dividing lines between formal and informal training or between training and production are becoming increasingly blurred. For example, training by solving real-life
problems makes it difficult to distinguish between training and the production process. What can be said is that it often leads to a rethinking of formal training patterns, taking the practical form of a growing recognition of the training role of the workplace and of the supervisory and technical staff.

It should also be emphasised that there is no close correlation between the types of training defined as being part of the first dimension (nature of expertise) and the ways they are transmitted. It is noted that technical training may give rise to traditional courses and social skills training, but also to different ways of imparting skills.

Despite the trend towards a significant rise in social skills training programmes, as observed at macro level in the FOCUS II studies, where figures were given in the cases analysed it emerged that investment in technical training accounts for up to 90% of all training programmes. There would seem to be two possible explanations. Firstly, the dividing lines between one type of training and another are blurred, as has already been pointed out. Secondly, the way in which employers budget for training may also influence the balance between technical training and "human resources" training.

As for the third dimension (how the expertise is perceived on the labour market), the distinction traditionally made is between transferability and non-transferability. But this distinction is made in the light of the way the labour market now operates; the problem concerns what happens when this market changes.
In the past it was assumed that what made expertise transferable was basically the acquisition of "non-technical" skills (behaviour, attitude, capacity for self-directed learning, etc.). We found, however, that in a number of cases the objective for transferability and greater flexibility was gradually achieved not only through the acquisition of practical knowledge, but also probably through another type of approach as well, i.e. broadening the spread of knowledge and the use of new teaching techniques. Today it must be assumed that the transferability component may be acquired either through the type of expertise or through the way in which the expertise is imparted, but that transferability is defined only in terms of the labour market, whether internal or external.

This is a fundamental question for the future, since there is every indication that the years to come will see far-reaching changes (in trades, products, the organisation of work and technology) and that the problem of "transferability" is directly bound up with those changes.

V - A fifth consideration concerns the question of certification

At issue here is how to define the problems surrounding the certification of continuing training in firms, and why some (although admittedly only
a few) employers adopt this procedure when, at first sight, it would seem to have adverse effects from the employer's viewpoint, i.e. promoting external mobility (a factor not wanted by the employer), and having to take certification into account in pay negotiations.

There are, however, arguments in favour of a certification policy:

• certification may be a means of motivating employees not to drop out of their training;

• certification may also be a grading factor in pay negotiations (and also an exclusion factor when such gradings are made);

• certification may be an instrument of internal mobility, and it retains its importance in the company even when horizontal job mobility exists there.

Even so, it must be stressed that in only a minority of cases does in-company training lead to certification and then it is usually only for technical training.

So far we have looked at the concept of certification only in a narrow sense, i.e. the issue of a certificate to denote success, but it should be borne in mind that most training schemes lead not to certification but merely to a certificate of attendance (and do not normally include a test). Nevertheless this type of certificate is not necessarily worthless on the labour market.
The problems surrounding certification are much debated by employers, employees' representatives and national governments, and they vary depending on the structures existing in each country.

In some countries, for example in Belgium where certification is the sole responsibility of the Ministry of Education, the State is reluctant to relinquish part of its monopoly control, making negotiations very difficult. In other countries, such as the United Kingdom, there is a tradition of employers placing their "seal" on training. In the Netherlands, the existence of Foundations (often representing both sides of industry) coming under the Ministry of Education makes things a little easier, at least as far as individual sectors are concerned. In France, work/training contracts are often given formal approval by bringing in the Chambers of Commerce.

Whilst recognising the importance of certification to the individual on the jobs market, we believe that this question should be analysed in greater detail. Thought should be given in particular to how certification fits in with the funding of training and with continuing training policy. This problem was mentioned in almost every case.
VI - The sixth consideration concerns evaluation

Since the overall growth in the provision of training entails higher investment and cost, methods of evaluation are gradually being set up, demonstrating a concern to measure the training investment and improve the return.

Nevertheless, such assessment is often based on assumptions and predictions, as is the case with individualised training projects. The assessment of the results of the training is unsystematic (there are still few instruments of measurement available). When an assessment is in fact made, it usually relates to technical training.

Judging from the cases analysed, the assessment findings are normally forwarded to the departments and to the individuals concerned, and in the case studies analysed may or may not be used for the purposes of upgrading careers and raising earnings. In the majority of companies investigated, however, there was no direct link between these factors.

It is our view, however, that the social partners as a whole do not attach sufficient importance to this aspect, above all in their short-, medium- and long-term implications. Does this indicate a lack of political will or a lack of means of assessment?
VII - The seventh consideration relates to the organisation of training

Whereas training policy is normally defined centrally, the design and implementation stage is normally decentralised and a number of contributors may be involved.

As a general rule it is the training department, in liaison with the personnel department and working through the training manager, that designs and plans the training programme with the operational departments concerned. In this respect, the research and development department was found to enjoy a measure of autonomy. In this phase, there is frequent recourse to outside consultants, for example consultancy firms or training bodies.

The training manager was found to have a strategic role in all the cases investigated, whether or not a training department existed.

As far as the implementation of training programmes was concerned, however, various models were found to exist:

- the company has a training department or structure and the training is provided entirely within the company, drawing on its own internal teaching resources;

- the company has a training department and the training is carried out partly inside the company and partly outside, although we have no details as to when it is one or the other (there can be said to be no rules except for "in-house" training programmes specifically geared to the employer's requirements);
• the company has no training department and all training is undertaken outside "to order".

Looking at the case histories, it is clear that the second alternative is the most common and undoubtedly central to innovatory schemes.

As already mentioned, it was found in a few cases that the department providing training had been "externalised" and was operating on the open training market, i.e. not exclusively for the company.

Lastly, whether or not a company has a training department and, consequently, whether or not it has full-time training staff, the survey found that training skills were increasing within companies (among various categories of staff) and that employers were moving towards a "training environment", as evidenced by formal training programmes or informal on-the-job training.

VIII - The eighth consideration concerns funding

In all the cases surveyed, continuing training in the large companies was funded directly by the employer. The financial allocations involved are such that employers are beginning to regard them as a true investment.
The amount devoted to training is increasing regarded more as a fairly significant component of the total wage bill. The findings of macro-level studies also show that employers' expenditure on training is rising significantly, and at a faster rate than public spending - a trend noted in the five countries surveyed.

There is a genuine difficulty in measuring overall expenditure on training incurred by the employer, particularly in giving a breakdown of costs. This difficulty is faced not just by the employer but, more significantly, in any external analysis.

In practice, a significant proportion of training is undeclared, even though it may be accounted for:

- an employer wishing to retain strategic control over specific training schemes that would otherwise have to be shown in its training plans fails to declare them, thus avoiding the need for consultation with the employees' representatives. In this way, marked imbalances in favour of managerial staff, for example, are less evident. Furthermore, some training courses are so intimately linked with specific strategies that the employer does not wish to make them known.

- the employer does not wish to make further ad hoc demands on the training plan for fear that such moves might be irreversible.

- the law as it now stands fails to recognise certain measures as coming under the heading of training.
On the other hand, a number of training courses are not declared or shown in the accounts because of their informal nature (which makes them difficult to account for) or because they are included under other expenditure headings (such as the training bought ready-packaged with equipment). A final factor making it difficult for the employer to keep a budget record of the cost of training is decentralisation, which precludes an exhaustive check on what is happening as regards training expenditure.

As regards the funding of training, and as already mentioned, the whole survey indicated that continuing training was directly funded by the employer. But the rising cost of training is forcing employers to seek indirect funding from:

- **the worker** - the organisation of training outside working hours is the most common example. Evidence was also found of other more complex arrangements: in Spain, one of the companies investigated lent money to individual workers to buy their own computers so that they could undertake training at home.

- **the State** - the refinancing mechanisms are fairly significant, as has been shown in the macro-level studies carried out by the Centre. Yet no systematic effort was made in the case studies to identify these refinancing arrangements, due to the complexity of such an exercise, particularly in view of the variety of national measures to promote employment (employment subsidies, tax relief, etc.).
The percentage of the total wage bill invested by the company in continuing training is shown in the company tables (Annex 2). The percentages broadly correspond to the estimates made in the FOCUS II studies; the only exception is in the UK, where the percentages shown in the case studies are far lower. One possible explanation is the manner in which the training costs were estimated in the Funding Study, the principal source of information for the United Kingdom.

Another aspect deserving of more detailed analysis is the impact of the financial instruments on employers' training policy. In some cases, structural incentives (laws, taxes, apprenticeship dues, levies) undoubtedly have a genuine incentive effect and may explain some of the differences found in the case studies. On the other hand, where purely financial instruments are involved (not linked to clear-cut training policies), it was found that they had relatively little influence on the type of policy pursued by the company. Where employers make widespread use of subsidy and refinancing, the question arises of whether they were not having other sources fund the training they had already planned and that they would have provided anyway.

The final question raised by the studies relates to the concept of "transferability" and how it is linked to funding. The risk factor associated with a training programme funded by the employer is a
real one (as indeed it is with training funded by the individual). In some circumstances, training may become a factor promoting external mobility, with the individual as the main beneficiary. Conversely, when the training is funded by the individual, it may benefit the employer without any guarantee of reciprocal benefits to the individual.

Recognising that transferability can be defined only in relation to the labour market and that it is therefore difficult to predict who will actually benefit, the question that arises is who owns the skill and how the costs are to be shared; the reply to this question in turn influences the motivation of employers (and individuals) to fund training. IV -
IV - CONCLUSIONS

The study was carried out in Belgium, Spain, France, the Netherlands and the United Kingdom. During the survey, discussions were organised with the researchers responsible for the case studies and experts from the Federal Republic of Germany and Portugal. The conclusions that follow summarise the findings obtained from all these activities.

I - Our first finding is the growing strategic importance attached to "human capital" in large companies. This is reflected by:

• a change in recruitment policies (raising of the level of qualifications).
  The majority of forecasts confirm that over the coming ten years the general level of skills in companies should rise and the need for skilled manpower grow;

• inclusion of the training element in the employer's overall strategy.

• a tendency to separate the "human resources" management function from the personnel department. This new department has taken over responsibility for training and is directly answerable to the higher decision-making body in the company;

• a substantial increase in expenditure on training, at a rate faster than the growth in training expenditure by the public sector.
We have no evidence to suggest that this situation is irreversible; it should be borne in mind that the survey was carried out during a period of economic growth. It should also be said at this point that the demographic changes due in the very near future (a probable fall in the number of school-leavers in several countries, the uncertain immigration situation, an improvement in the level of school-leavers' qualifications) will undoubtedly influence employers' attitudes to the management of human resources and, as a result, their approach to training.

The question of irreversibility is fundamental, since the employer having a monopoly over recruitment may at any time change its training policy (as was in fact found in some cases). That reinforces the idea of the need for an ongoing dialogue between the employer and all its partners such as workers and the authorities. Today's favourable economic climate seemed to offer the optimum conditions for negotiating the introduction of a genuine policy on continuing training.

II - It was found that employers were now assuming responsibility for:

- training personnel with little or no skills when they could no longer find on the market the skills they needed (shortage of skilled manpower).
• the continuing training of employees where there was a need to prepare for change within the company.

If the traditional structures of basic training were to become more responsive in the future, then the nature and scale of business investment in training could take a different turn and might well focus exclusively on the requirements brought about by innovation in technology, products and work organisation.

The relationships between basic training and continuing training are clear, explaining not only the nature and scale of continuing training programmes but also the way this training is distributed. Lastly, they explain where the costs of the training fall or where they are transferred, since - when an employer offers jobskill training to an individual - there is an inescapable assumption that it is taking over something that is the responsibility of the State.

The need for a redistribution of responsibilities between the "producers" of skills emerged from all the studies. This calls for consultation among all the parties involved, underpinned by an ongoing dialogue with the social partners, to define the fluctuating dividing lines between what is or should be the responsibility of the authorities, what is or should be the responsibility of the employers and, lastly, what is or would appear to be the responsibility of the individual himself.
As a general comment, it can be stated that the State is responsible for preparing individuals for their entry into society and for changes in the world of work, while it is the employer's responsibility to mould this general skill to meet the demands of specific situations. Nevertheless, this proposition begs a number of questions. The first is how to achieve a gradual, structured transformation in the relationship between the producers and users of skills and to specify more clearly where and how the individual fits into these systems. The second is how to link this shared responsibility with a redefinition of the terms on which the responsibility is funded. Lastly, a further definition will be required of what constitutes, now and in the future, the basis of vocational and social skills.

III - Today, with skills having a much broader-based and cross-sectional core, training has become a potential factor in promoting mobility not only within the same trade and sector but also to other trades and branches.

A more detailed analysis should be carried out of the conditions surrounding the "transferability" of skills, the role of certification and the terms for the recognition of training (formal and informal). The relationship between training and the "transferability" of a skill in fact largely explain the motives behind investment in continuing training and what is at stake.
IV - Continuing training in companies now seems no longer to be directed to a "mass" of workers but more to individuals who have particular needs and motivation, which are increasingly used as the basis for personalised training and career development plans. For the employer, therefore, it is no longer appropriate to discuss measures for a whole group of workers; more appropriately, personalised plans are now embodying both the training and career component.

V - Formal training programmes are merely one element to be taken into account in the process of skill development; the organisation of work is also a key factor deserving of special attention, particularly as regards the interrelationship between these two factors.

On this point, it was also found that employers are beginning to attach greater importance to the role of expert management and to introduce patterns of work organisation that promote self-directed learning.

VI - Generally speaking, employers are now favouring those people who can produce the best return on their investment in training in terms of innovation, productivity and new business practices - i.e. those who are already qualified. Hence, the traditional unequal distribution in the provision of continuing training.
The authorities are endeavouring to correct this trend by various incentive measures linked to employment policy. What contribution the public measures make and the way employers use them are still not properly understood: refinancing, training provided as a perk, etc. Furthermore, it emerged that financial instruments may have side effects or, at any rate, may often be diverted from their aims of promoting mobility unless they are linked to a proper policy of human resource training.

Particular attention should be paid to the ways of optimising these instruments and further research should be carried out.

VII - Since the social dialogue has been shown to be a key instrument in the reshaping of training policies, it may become non-operational because it is no longer representative, at a time when the gap between the central authorities and the company is widening. The inter-relationships between these two levels must be studied more closely, together with the links between the qualitative and quantitative aspects. Furthermore, setting up instruments to formalise the dialogue may prove useless unless they are accompanied by training programmes for the users of these instruments.

It would seem that the real challenge today is not so much in the structures but more at the level of the individual, the employer and training strategy and content. This conclusion is probably one of the reasons why it is so hard for those engaged in the social dialogue to identify new objectives: the discussions are going beyond the general level and focusing more on particular, specific situations.
VIII - Lastly, it would seem that the question that should be asked today is whether the nature of the links between workers and the employer is changing. Will it not be the case that today's employer will find it more necessary than before to engage a skilled worker at the very time when that worker is becoming more mobile, due to demographic changes and the greater transferability of skills?

Moreover, in this situation, what will the opportunities be for non-qualified workers? Will they, despite everything, increase their opportunities? What mechanisms can be developed to re-establish a balanced landscape of skilled human resources?

Georges DUPONT

Fernanda REIS
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INTERVIEWER'S GUIDELINE

1  - General company (or financial group) profile

1. Economic sector: strategic position of the company in terms of research, production and product or service marketing.

2. The company's economic situation (balance sheet, turnover, general trend and prospects).

3. Number of employees and their breakdown by category in the establishment or group of establishments surveyed.

4. The company's status and establishment table. Style of management (centralised, decentralised).

5. Ratio between expenditure on continuing training and total wage bill.

II - Continuing training policies

1. Nature and place of human resources management in relation to production policy.

2. Relationship between training policy and human resources management policy.

3. The levels at which decisions are taken on continuing training policy.

4. The relationship between recruitment policy and training policy.

5. The extent to which the social dialogue influences training policy (individuals' choice and training content).

6. Can the training objectives be defined for the short-, medium- and long-term future and in terms of various types of forecast (including the 1993 Single Market)?

7. How do the training assessment findings relate to the company's objectives and to career development plans?

8. Is the training linked to the policy of internal or external mobility?

9. In relation to entry requirements, is the training regarded as a way of compensating for a shortage of skills on the labour market or as an essential complement to training programmes?
III - Implementation of training policy

1. Does the trade sector have a training infrastructure to which the employer has access?

2. Does the employer have access to external agencies which provide training? What are the criteria for selecting these external training bodies? Who takes the decision? Who places the order?

3. Does the employer have an internal training structure? Describe this structure and the persons who are involved in it on a full- or part-time basis.

4. Who plans the training programmes?

5. Who defines the specific training objectives?

6. Who carries out the evaluation and how?

7. To whom are the results of these training programmes communicated?

8. What types of person take continuing training courses (category, sex and age)? Give details of the last three years with supporting figures if possible.

9. How long do the training courses last (give details by category, sex and age)? Give details of the last three years, with supporting figures if possible.
10. Is the content of the training directly linked to job content and/or is it linked to a structural change in the way work is organised in the company?

11. What teaching methods and resources are used?

IV - The funding of training

1. What obligations (statutory and other) exist as regards expenditure on continuing training?

2. What opportunities does the employer have for external funding (and in which cases), including the refinancing networks?

3. What is the cost of continuing training per category of employee?

4. What is the breakdown of expenditure on continuing training funded by the employer?
   - capital expenditure
   - operating costs (equipment and employees)
   - training allowances
   - cost of absence of employees from work
   - other
5. Does the individual contribute to the cost of the training and, if so, to what extent (and when does this occur outside working hours)?

6. How is the expenditure on continuing training shown in the budget?

7. Where in the company are funding decisions taken? (The role of the social partners?)

8. Is there liaison between those responsible for taking the funding decisions and those responsible for evaluating the training?

9. Who manages the training budget?
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Company profiles
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>COMPANY A</th>
<th>COMPANY B</th>
<th>COMPANY C</th>
<th>COMPANY D</th>
<th>COMPANY E</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Multinational group</td>
<td>Multinational group</td>
<td>Multinational group</td>
<td>Multinational group</td>
<td>Multinational group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>research, development, production, marketing</td>
<td>manufacturing and sales</td>
<td>manufacturing and sales</td>
<td>research, manufacturing, sales</td>
<td>research, manufacturing, sales</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pharmaceutical products</td>
<td>cosmetic products</td>
<td>civil engineering equipment</td>
<td>electronic equipment</td>
<td>electromechanical and electronic equipment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 establishments in Belgium</td>
<td>1 establishment in Belgium</td>
<td>1 establishment in Belgium</td>
<td>1 establishment in Belgium</td>
<td>5 establishments in Belgium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>establishments surveyed: 400 employees</td>
<td>500 employees</td>
<td>5,000 employees</td>
<td>500 employees</td>
<td>5,000 employees in Belgium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>decentralised management</td>
<td>decentralised management through the organisation of small flexible units</td>
<td>decentralised management through the organisation of small flexible units</td>
<td>entirely decentralised management</td>
<td>decentralised management policy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>expenditure on training: approx. 2%</td>
<td>expenditure on training: 5/6%</td>
<td>expenditure on training: 3.5%</td>
<td>expenditure on training: 3.8% (including indirect costs)</td>
<td>expenditure on training: 3.8% (including indirect costs)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ready for 1993 if no new developments</td>
<td>ready for 1993 and prepared to do business with the countries of Eastern Europe</td>
<td>ready for 1993</td>
<td>ready for 1993 (world-wide trading policy)</td>
<td>ready for 1993</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>remark: each establishment is responsible for management of its own budget; hi-tech research centre.</td>
<td>remark: turnover increasing despite losses arising from major investment</td>
<td>remark: apart from its own business it oversees six other units in the world, hence the significant proportion of executive staff</td>
<td>remark: widespread use of subcontracting</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### COMPANY PROFILES

#### SPAIN

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>COMPANY A</th>
<th>COMPANY B</th>
<th>COMPANY C</th>
<th>COMPANY D</th>
<th>COMPANY E</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>- Multinational group</td>
<td>- Multinational group</td>
<td>- National group (Basque) operating as a cooperative</td>
<td>- National group, Bank (services). 1,566 branches</td>
<td>(Details in preparation)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- motor manufacturing</td>
<td>- motor manufacturing</td>
<td>12 establishments</td>
<td>7,600 employees</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- 5 establishments in Spain</td>
<td>- 4 establishments in Spain</td>
<td>12 establishments</td>
<td>centralised management</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- establishment survey: 7,000 employees engaged in the manufacture of &quot;all terrain&quot; vehicles and vans</td>
<td>- 18,770 employees (in Spain)</td>
<td>3 types of product: a) consumer products (electro-domestic), b) industrial components, c) engineering and capital goods</td>
<td>policy for restructuring human resources based on: a) merger with another national banking group, b) automation of services and the supply of other products</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- expenditure on training: 1% of the total wage bill</td>
<td>- centralised management</td>
<td>expenditure on training: over 1% of the total wage bill</td>
<td>expenditure on training in excess of 1% of the total wage bill</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- centralised management</td>
<td>- &quot;strategic plan 1989-93&quot;: transformation of the industrial system, automation, quality, increased productivity, technological change</td>
<td>cooperative management but with centralised bodies, including the training section in the Personnel Department. There is a specific standing body on which all workers are represented: the &quot;Social Council&quot;.</td>
<td>priority in recruitment given to university students</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- ready for 1993</td>
<td>- &quot;strategic plan for 1990-95&quot; excluding human resources and training policy</td>
<td>expenditure on training: over 1%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- remark: in the last 10 years, since it was incorporated into the multinational group, this firm has undergone restructuring and has constructed its human resources policy along the lines set by the multinational group</td>
<td>- the establishment surveyed manufactures &quot;all-terrain&quot; vehicles and vans</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- &quot;strategic plan for 1990-95&quot; excluding human resources and training policy</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- the establishment surveyed manufactures &quot;all-terrain&quot; vehicles and vans</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- policy of internal promotion &quot;from the bottom&quot; for most levels of employees (except the higher levels). Priority given to internal mobility.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COMPANY Profiles</td>
<td>COMPANY A</td>
<td>COMPANY B</td>
<td>COMPANY C</td>
<td>COMPANY D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>COMPANY A</strong></td>
<td>National group</td>
<td>Multinational group</td>
<td>Multinational group</td>
<td>Multinational group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>COMPANY A</strong></td>
<td>Multinational group</td>
<td>Multinational group</td>
<td>Multinational group</td>
<td>Multinational group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>COMPANY B</strong></td>
<td>Multinational group</td>
<td>Multinational group</td>
<td>Multinational group</td>
<td>Multinational group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>COMPANY C</strong></td>
<td>Multinational group</td>
<td>Multinational group</td>
<td>Multinational group</td>
<td>Multinational group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>COMPANY D</strong></td>
<td>Multinational group</td>
<td>Multinational group</td>
<td>Multinational group</td>
<td>Multinational group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>COMPANY E</strong></td>
<td>Multinational group</td>
<td>Multinational group</td>
<td>Multinational group</td>
<td>Multinational group</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**COMPANY A**
- National group
- Research, manufacturing, sales
- Chemical products
- 15 establishments (approx. 2,000 employees)
- Expenditure on training: 4-5% (7% at head office)
- Remark: major technological change; due to restructuring over the last ten years (rejection of mass production, has been replaced by a system of unit production)

**COMPANY B**
- Multinational group
- Manufacturing, sales (50/50)
- Mechanical engineering
- 60 establishments surveyed: 1,200 employees
- Centralised management (decentralised training in each establishment)
- Expenditure on training: 4.6%
- Remark: programme of redundancies; change in customer relations (more personalised)

**COMPANY C**
- Multinational group
- Marketing (mail order sales)
- Headquarters in France
- Establishments surveyed: 3,600 employees
- Centralised management
- Expenditure on training:
- Remark: major technological change; due to marketing considerations, mass production, has been replaced by a system of unit production

**COMPANY D**
- Multinational group
- Research and development, manufacturing, and marketing (small scale)
- Communications and high technology
- Establishments surveyed: 1,700 employees
- Centralised management (decentralised training)
- Expenditure on training: 4%
- Remark: major technological change in products; shedding of manual workers, development of research

**COMPANY E**
- Multinational group
- Services
- Maintenance of property heating systems
- 60 establishments
- Expenditure on training: 2%
- Remark: in process of diversifying
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>COMPANY A</th>
<th>COMPANY B</th>
<th>COMPANY C</th>
<th>COMPANY D</th>
<th>COMPANY E</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2. manufacturing (and R&amp;D for own purposes)</td>
<td>2. manufacturing (and R&amp;D for own purposes)</td>
<td>2.3 banking</td>
<td>2. manufacturing (and R&amp;D for own purposes on a relatively large scale)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. steel industry (and aluminium)</td>
<td>3. chemicals</td>
<td>3. automobile industry</td>
<td>3. metallurgy/engineering industry</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. 28,000 employees (of whom 22,000 are in the Netherlands)</td>
<td>4. 70,000 employees (establishments in 50 countries)</td>
<td>4. largest establishment in Europe (NL, B, UK), and other establishments in Australia and Africa</td>
<td>4.5. size of establishment surveyed: 300 employees</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. establishment surveyed: 16,500 employees</td>
<td>5. establishment surveyed: approx. 25,000 employees</td>
<td>5. establishment: 1,800 employees</td>
<td>6. centralised management</td>
<td>6. centralised management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. centralised management</td>
<td>6. centralised management</td>
<td>6. centralised management</td>
<td>7. training expenditure: approx. F1 50 million, i.e. 70% of the labour costs</td>
<td>7. training expenditure: not known</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. training expenditure: approx. F1 70 million per year (including lost working time), approx. 5.5% of labour costs (wage rate)</td>
<td>7. training expenditure: F1 109 million per year, including lost working time (1989), i.e. approx. 6.55% of labour costs (wage rate)</td>
<td>7. training expenditure: approx. F1 15 mn per year (1988), i.e. 2 to 3% of the labour costs (wage rate)</td>
<td>7. training expenditure: not known</td>
<td>8. Remarks:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• change from a process-directed to a product-oriented organisational structure (&quot;product-groups&quot;). Concentration on key manufacturing activities, contracting out activities not directly linked to manufacturing. Emphasis on integral quality assurance, Educational level of employees rising due to a deliberate recruitment policy for new employees (one reason being their &quot;trainability&quot; during their subsequent career)</td>
<td>• approx. 30% of the figures given by the firm concerning training time relate to &quot;training on the job and introduction of new employees&quot;</td>
<td>• training activities links with both technological (FPA) and organisational (less hierarchical) innovations and with a major project on &quot;quality of work and the organisation&quot;.</td>
<td>• personnel regarded as the most important productive force. All training schemes are directed at flexible, client-oriented and well trained employees. Open Bank Project, designed to produce higher product quality and cost control in approximately 700 local branches.</td>
<td>• product marketing strategy of firm directed at higher quality products • integrated business policies with training as a main component</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
UNITED KINGDOM

FIRM A

- National Services
- Banking
- 81 000 total
- Centralized management
- Training expenditure

Remarks:
- the services have diversified greatly in recent years: insurance, financing, building societies
- the most rapidly growing industry in Britain in the 80s.
- training is regarded as an on-going necessity throughout the organization
- massive investment in new technology.

FIRM B

- National Services
- Financial services
- 2 300
- Centralized management
- Training expenditure

Remarks:
- company activity has broadened recently from house finance to pension and insurance activities
- company profits jumped from 15m in 1983 to 47m in 1988
- this experience has reinforced the view in the company that training is a means to profit.

FIRM C

- National Services
- Catering
- 15 000
- Centralized management
- Training expenditure

Remarks:
- recent drive within the company towards "customer oriented" services
- company committed to philosophies of human resource development and management by objectives.

FIRM D

- National Services
- Motor dealership
- 2 650
- Centralized management
- Training expenditure

Remarks:
- company is owned by the Wincanton Group and benefits in terms of training and facilities from being part of a much larger entity
- company has experienced in recent years great difficulty in finding well-qualified staff.
- Building links with local schools
- company used to rely on the RTITB (road company industry training board) to meet training needs. In recent years the need to remain competitive has resulted in expansion of the company's own training capacity.

FIRM E

- National Services
- Manufacturing
- Clothing
- 390
- Centralized management
- Training expenditure

Remarks:
- Company policy has had to change to compete with strong foreign competition
- one of the few companies in the trade carrying out in-house training
- growing emphasis on quality and on new technology to adapt quickly to market demands
- staff recruitment difficulties has led to attempts to motivate and utilize better the existing workforce.
FIRM F

National Production

Chemicals

2 500

2 500

centralized management and management on three sites

Remarks:

- 1.

- recent rethinking of company policy-emphasis on human resource development and Quality Circles
- the chemicals industry is high-tech, involving processes and materials that are costly, key consideration is effective, efficient and safe operation of expensive plant
- company stress on "team working" and breaking the barrier between management and workers.
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Continuing training policy and its implementation
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>COMPANY A</th>
<th>COMPANY B</th>
<th>COMPANY C</th>
<th>COMPANY D</th>
<th>COMPANY E</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Political decision-making:</strong> within the entire group, together with the management of human resources</td>
<td><strong>Decision-making:</strong> the training manager in consultation with the hierarchy</td>
<td><strong>Decision-making:</strong> the &quot;human resources&quot; department, depending on the needs expressed</td>
<td><strong>Decision-making:</strong> general directorate (new); planning shared between production and human resources managers</td>
<td><strong>Decision-making:</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>target group: training mainly aimed at executives, who make up a sizeable portion of the workforce, although everyone is involved</td>
<td>training unlocks the company’s resources in the form of human resources and is the key to its future</td>
<td>target group:</td>
<td>recent management and training policy; training policy more marked for the workers; shared definition and planning of objectives; personalised projects, &quot;sponsorship plan&quot; with wage increases</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The assessment system (Performance Planning) integrates training and career development</td>
<td>short-, medium- and long-term objectives for all employees</td>
<td>types of training:</td>
<td>does not have an internal training department; uses public agencies for young workers; non-technical training carried out externally; executives trained externally</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>internal training structure (not a department); no in-company trainers as such; use of outside services, especially public agencies</td>
<td>use of outside services; no external infrastructure in the sector</td>
<td>general training consistent with legal provisions and use of public bodies (e.g. FORREM)</td>
<td>types of training:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>personnel department involved in career planning and training</td>
<td>the social partners carry little weight: participatory policy</td>
<td>technical training provided in-house; training when new products are introduced</td>
<td>training content related to job content (aim is versatility)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>type of training: training linked to salary review and employee assessment</td>
<td>remark: training linked with policy of internal ability</td>
<td>Short-, medium- and long-term training plans based on annual budgets</td>
<td>social partners play an active part and monitor the training programmes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>personalized negotiation and dialogue: positive social dialogue</td>
<td>Use of public bodies in the statutory framework.</td>
<td>at shop-floor level, recruitment and training come under the same division</td>
<td>remark: recruitment &quot;from the bottom&quot;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>long-, medium- and short-term training plans</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>remark: policy of internal mobility: recruitment &quot;from the bottom&quot;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**COMPANY B**

Decision-making: the training manager in consultation with the hierarchy

- training unlocks the company’s resources in the form of human resources and is the key to its future
- short-, medium- and long-term objectives for all employees
- use of outside services; no external infrastructure in the sector
- the social partners carry little weight: participatory policy

**Remark:** training linked with policy of internal ability

The training remedies the shortcomings of school education, particularly as regards social skills

Use of public bodies in the statutory framework.

**COMPANY C**

Decision-making: the "human resources" department, depending on the needs expressed

- target group:
  - internal training structure; training included in the human resources department and carried out with other European units; use of outside services (the authorities and trade associations)
- types of training:
  - general training consistent with legal provisions and use of public bodies (e.g. FORREM)
  - technical training provided in-house; training when new products are introduced
  - Short-, medium- and long-term training plans based on annual budgets
  - at shop-floor level, recruitment and training come under the same division

**COMPANY D**

Decision-making: general directorate (new); planning shared between production and human resources managers

- recent management and training policy; training policy more marked for the workers; shared definition and planning of objectives; personalised projects, "sponsorship plan" with wage increases
- does not have an internal training department; uses public agencies for young workers; non-technical training carried out externally; executives trained externally

**Remark:** types of training:

- 90% technical training ( geared to the firm’s business); 10% "human resources"

**COMPANY E**

Decision-making:

- technical training at group level; decentralised in respect of "human resources" training (not linked to a specific product)

- target group:
  - types of training:
    - 90% technical training ( geared to the firm’s business); 10% "human resources"

**Remark:**

- internal training department plans and implements the technical training, in conjunction with the group’s own training service that has been set up as separate entity (with its own legal status); "human resources" training carried out in-house or sub-contracted to an outside agency
- short-, medium- and long-term training plan
- little involvement of the social partners (consensus)

**Remark:** firm declined to provide information on technical training; recruitment at a very high level
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>COMPANY A</th>
<th>COMPANY B</th>
<th>COMPANY C</th>
<th>COMPANY D</th>
<th>COMPANY E</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Decision-making on human resources and training policy: the management</td>
<td>• Decision-making: the Department of Training and Human Resources in accordance with the Strategic Plan laid down by the Directorate for Industry</td>
<td>• Great interest in training since the group was formed in the 1950s. The group has close links with the training school</td>
<td>• Has its own internal training department</td>
<td>• training policy has three main elements: a) initial training (from one to several months) b) continuing training (languages, new technology, promotion) c) distance learning (banking subjects)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• aims of continuing training: a) maintaining and raising levels of skill, and b) internal promotion (not explicit)</td>
<td>• internal training structure; internal trainers (middle management)</td>
<td>• training section in the Personnel Department (coordinates and plans for all the companies)</td>
<td>• centralised programming and management of training</td>
<td>• types of training: for management, the aim of the training is to provide a more comprehensive understanding of the economy and the European financial market</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• close integration between training policy and human resources</td>
<td>• types of training: a) career plans for senior and middle-ranking executives b) retraining programmes c) modular system for shop-floor employees d) versatile training e) new technologies f) quality circles</td>
<td>• group has a basic and continuing training school</td>
<td>• for the &quot;workers&quot;, the aim of training is to impart an understanding of the products with a view to versatility</td>
<td>• experimentation with a new method of work organisation backed up by training and versatility</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• internal training department in the Directorate General for Human Resources with own installations and employees</td>
<td>• training closely linked to internal promotion</td>
<td>• assessment of its in-company training</td>
<td>• training and recruitment policies complement each other</td>
<td>• priority for internal mobility (promotion) based on experience, personal attributes and training</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• target group: all categories</td>
<td>• agreement with social partners on the content of training programmes for internal promotion (Social Compact 1989-93)</td>
<td>• financed through own and also public resources</td>
<td>• own resources only used for training</td>
<td>• own resources only used for training</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• most training is concentrated in the area of transferable skills; training for newcomers</td>
<td>• at present there is no recruitment of workers and middle management</td>
<td>• close link between human resources and training policy</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• no union involvement in training policy</td>
<td>• &quot;in-company training&quot; contracts for those with higher diplomas</td>
<td>• importance of internal promotion, with training being used with this end in mind</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• mechanisms for monitoring and evaluating training are currently being reappraised to adapt them to the &quot;Strategic Plan&quot;</td>
<td>• collaboration agreements for training with the Universities, the INEM, Chambers of Commerce, etc.</td>
<td>• training and recruitment policies complement each other</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• the financing of training is basically from own resources but with recourse to public resources (including the ESF)</td>
<td>• financing: a) principally own resources but use also made of public resources (incl. the ESF).</td>
<td>• training more general in the medium-term and more specific in the short-term</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• training activity concentrated on intermediate level technicians</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• most courses are run by the internal training department</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• priority for internal mobility (promotion) based on experience, personal attributes and training</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• own resources only used for training</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COMPANY A</td>
<td>COMPANY B</td>
<td>COMPANY C</td>
<td>COMPANY D</td>
<td>COMPANY E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Political decision-making: the firm's management and group's central department (decentralised for training)</td>
<td>• Political decision-making: at the highest management level</td>
<td>• Decision making: according to each department's hierarchy</td>
<td>• Policy decision-making at the level of the Human Resources Department and on a personalised basis</td>
<td>• Political decision-making: at group level</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>high level of strategic integration; training plan over three or more years</td>
<td>target group: principally shopfloor workers</td>
<td>internal training department in the Human Resources Department; in-company trainers; use of external services</td>
<td>target group: training heavily biased towards executive staff</td>
<td>non-strategic training (annual training plan)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• internal training department: training managers and supervisors within the firm; use of external services (GRETA)</td>
<td>in-house training department: trainee manager placed alongside the Human Resources Department; in-company training given by managers with the aim of achieving versatility and promotion for other categories</td>
<td>types of training: technical training programmes for re-skilling (30%); voluntary training in &quot;the firm's attitudes&quot; (general business awareness for workers including the economy of the firm) (50%); intensive vocational training for internal mobility (350 hours for specifically targeted groups) (20%).</td>
<td>as there is no training department, the Human Resources Department organises training; widespread recourse to the public sector</td>
<td>target group: training principally geared to technicians and managers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• target group: all categories especially production employees</td>
<td>use of external services especially the public sector for intensive training and &quot;human resources&quot; training</td>
<td>State aid for the training plan (contract of commitment to the development of training) with participation of the social partners</td>
<td>agreement with the social partners on training within the group which is not borne out in practice</td>
<td>has no internal training structure; the training manager &quot;buys in&quot; from outside, mainly from manufacturers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• types of training: general and technical training</td>
<td>type of training: one third technical training; one third general training (introduction of general training on a voluntary basis for all workers)</td>
<td>type of training: essentially technical training; little training for basic vocational reskilling</td>
<td>type of training: essentially technical training; little training for basic vocational reskilling</td>
<td>types of training: training for job adaptation; content principally technical with commercial and marketing training; no training in business culture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• systematic assessment linked with changes in career streams (certification); personalised training plans - modular training</td>
<td>training outside working hours</td>
<td>no medium-term planning</td>
<td>no direct State funding except where there is an agreement with a University for a higher secondary education diploma</td>
<td>shopfloor recruitment &quot;from the bottom&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• average length: 50 hours per year per employee. No direct public funding</td>
<td>three-year training plan</td>
<td>no direct public funding</td>
<td>no recruitment at shop-floor level</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• no recruitment at shop-floor level</td>
<td>target group: emphasis shifting towards the workers</td>
<td>no recruitment at shop-floor level</td>
<td>no recruitment at shop-floor level</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## CONTINUING TRAINING POLICY
### NETHERLANDS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>COMPANY A</th>
<th>COMPANY B</th>
<th>COMPANY C</th>
<th>COMPANY D</th>
<th>COMPANY E</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Centralised decision-making on training policies.</td>
<td>1. Centralised decision-making on training policies: corporate identity; flexible enterprise with able-bodied employees.</td>
<td>1. Until a few years ago: centralised decision-making on the provision of some of the resources for training, and decentralised decision on allocation of those resources. Today: training activities are directed at central level by two central operating training managers.</td>
<td>1. Decision-making process on training is centralised and directed towards incorporating training policy in general company policy.</td>
<td>1. Centralised.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decentralised at the product group level (as regards actual provision). Planning both at central and decentralised level.</td>
<td>Decentralised as regards planning and analysis of training needs.</td>
<td>Decentralised as regards planning and analysis of training needs.</td>
<td>2. Regional training centre.</td>
<td>2. Construction and performance of training activities by personnel and training department. Both external and internal courses.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Central Training Department (approx. 100 people involved) and training activities in product groups (approx. 80 people involved). Traditionally (because of unique character of production process) most training is in-house trainers. Internal training school available (originally totally directed at apprenticeship).</td>
<td>2. No in-company training centre of its own; dependent on division: in-house or outside trainers.</td>
<td>2. Internal training centre available (formerly called: company school). Almost all training provided by this internal department.</td>
<td>3. All employee categories.</td>
<td>3. All categories of employees.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Workforce groups in receipt of training: all employee categories. Breakdown of participation by job levels (in 1989): (lowest) grades 3-6: 61%; grades 7-10: 43%; grades 11-14: 62%; (highest) grades 15-10: 61%.</td>
<td>All employee categories, with accent on lower function groups. Growing participation of lower grade groups.</td>
<td>All employee categories, growing stress on lower grades. Striving to get all the working force at least up to &quot;medium-technical&quot; education level, whereas new employees are recruited from lower educational levels.</td>
<td>4. Types of training: technical skills training, commercial skills training, management training and training for special target groups.</td>
<td>4. Targets of training activities are threefold: jobs - specific training, strengthening of in-company attitudes, improvements in inter-employee cooperation by forms of group training.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Types of training: job-specific training (approx. 65%); vocational training &amp; apprenticeship (school-leavers and adults (approx. 20%); management training (approx. 15%). Furthermore (recently): training for special lower-skilled target groups (such as girls).</td>
<td>Types of training: technical skill-training and training on the job, introductory training, etc. (about 30%).</td>
<td>Types of training: technical education, high- and low-skilled education, initial training, etc. (about 30%).</td>
<td>5. Central registration of employees interested in attending training, yearly talks between each employee and his chief, e.g. on the employee's needs and the company's training requirements. Firm is striving to link training with job evaluation system and career policies, but has not yet succeeded. Measures training effectiveness and strives to introduce in job practice what has been learned through training.</td>
<td>5. Striving to adapt job level to training level.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. For executive production personnel, increase in formal promotion/career system. Entry and mobility conditions have changed over the last five years. For each step in the hierarchical job structure, the skills required are fairly exactly defined.</td>
<td>5. Training, especially for lower employee categories, directed at retaining jobs, not career mobility.</td>
<td>5. Types of training: vocational training (apprenticeship), job-specific training and general training (to upgrade the more general level of skills).</td>
<td>6. Unknown.</td>
<td>6. Unknown.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. On average all employees in 1986 received 52 hours training, in 1990 77 hours. Average two lowest grades in 1986 received 54 hours training, in 1990 91 hours. Not clear whether increasing accent on lower grades is in terms of training costs.</td>
<td>6. Unknown.</td>
<td>6. Unknown.</td>
<td>7. Unknown.</td>
<td>7. Unknown.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### COMPANY A
6. approx. 10,000 people take training per year. Mean number of training days per employee category in 1989: 5-5.
   Grades 3-6 (lowest): 80 days; grades 7-10: 60 days; grades 11-14: 3.4 days; grades 15-20 (highest): 2.4 days.

7. Social partners have recently become more involved in training arrangements under Collective Labour Agreement (own CLA at company level). More or less as a result: training for 20 lower-skilled girls (school-leavers). Public contribution to training costs (by Government): approx. 18%.
Public contribution has also been made towards training for special low-skilled groups (approx. 30%) and apprenticeship (6 to 18%).

### COMPANY B
7. Collective Labour Agreement (at company level) has worked (and is used) as a catalyst. Trade unions have demanded more training for lower grade groups and have succeeded.

### COMPANY C

### COMPANY D

### COMPANY E
CONTINUING TRAINING POLICY

UNITED KINGDOM

FIRM A
. Decisions taken at top management level.
. Central training department and regional branches, with a training unit for the training of trainers (7 members of staff): 500 full time training staff, with 250 (non-career trainers) at the central department, over 100 full time non-career trainers in the regional branches.
. All levels of staff.
. Demands placed on training have grown proportionally with new business areas.
. General system of career development and suitable training to support this system. Employees are encouraged to spend a part of their career as in-company full-time trainer. "Zig-zag career development".

FIRM B
. Top management has placed the emphasis on training or on investment.
. Central training department at head office and six regional training staff. Training staff is increasing steadily.
. All levels of staff.
. Emphasis on computer-based training. In two years 1/2 the staff underwent insurance training - to cut training costs open-learning system is employed with materials prepared in-house - teaching methods have changed dramatically, away from blackboard to learning through experience - a coherent programme for new recruits also exists - full-time trainers are trained externally and there is external evaluation of course quality

FIRM C
. Decisions taken at management level - appointment of a training director.
. Central training departments with regional offices to cover the 1500 branches. 3 full-time trainers at head office and 25 field trainers.
. Importance of training trainers (HCTB qualifications).
. All levels of staff - development of a training ladder, dovetailing with recognized qualifications (HCTB, BTEC Diploma, MBA).
. Training focuses on catering skills, and various qualifications leading to management diplomas.
. Company's view of training has changed dramatically from a peripheral activity to central company policy - stems from need to attract and keep staff in an industry which, due to seasonal influences, has high staff turnover.

FIRM D
. Training policy decided at management level and by the mother company.
. Training takes places in the 34 dealerships and concentrates on an apprenticeship programme (4 years): training is given by in-house (4) and external trainers and covers vocational skills up to management training.
. Trainers are all highly qualified (RTITB qualifications). 2 full-time trainers.
. All staff levels-motto of "investing in people".
. Concentration of training skilled heavy goods vehicle fitters.
. On-the-job-training.
. No statistics of number of trainees.

FIRM E
. Central decision making on basis of external consultancy.
. Training done on 2 sites. In-house trainers increasing in number and highly-qualified (City and Guilds).
. No statistics on numbers trained or number of trainers.
. Training focuses on sewing machinists. Radical policy change from group training off-the-job to one-to-one training on the production line. Resulted in increased staff motivation, shorter training to reach the required standards and skilled workers with greater job flexibility.
. Training concentrates on the work-force, not management.
. Two-three weeks induction training.
Training policy is the domain of top management.

Training is distributed over the 3 UK sites. Training staff has increased rapidly (on one site from 4 to 19 full-time trainers in 10 years). Mixture of intern. and external training depending on needs. Emphasis on manager participation in the training process.

Training is carried out and examinations set by external bodies.

All levels of staff.

Process operators - management. 40 employees are presently taking open university courses.

All staff take a 4-day residential course in "team-building". Within 6 month of introduction, staff single-day absenteeism dropped by 25%.

Career development is on an individual basis. Each employee has his/her personal plan and objectives. Results are increased productivity and a boost in staff morale.

Considerable expansion in size and budget of training.
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